R parity
Rp violated scenario (RPV):
Rp conserved scenario ( RPC) :
• produced singly or by pairs
• LSP unstable
• LSP SM particles
Many experimental signatures
Generally only a subset of them is relevant for specific search. 
Not covered here!
if gaugino like and low m 0
•Neutralinos 
4-f
To be compared with tipical signal x-section For each selection the best combination of cuts which maximize signal/bkg ratio is used to give the highest sensitivity
The analyses for each experiment have been combined by using the Likelihood Ratio method . A confidence level is derived by comparing the two hypothesis:
•the observed events are due to signal+bkg •the observed events are due to bkg only.
LEP combination: ADLO Analysis strategies
The unsubtractable bkg (with high systematic uncertainty) is not used in Confidence Level evaluation
Calculate the theoretical cross section (including B.R.) as a function of CMSSM parameters and compare to experimental result.

Model dependent results : constraints on SUSY parameters
Derive model independent upper limit on the production X-section at 95% C.L.
Plots in plane
Number of candidates in agreement with the expected number of SM processes
Results
If the theoretical x-section is higher then the upper limit then that mass point is excluded
The limits on the parameter of the model allow The excess in the channel (3σ in large ∆M region) observed in the data collected at energies of 189-202 GeV has not been confirmed in last year data.
Probability of data to come from bkg only calculated for all mass points
The observed exclusion mass limit < expected one because of the excess To derive the absolute limit on the mass of chargino and neutralino a scan is performed in MSSM parameter space 
